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In  this  paper  we  consider  the  family  of  multi-argument  functions  called 
multidistances, introduced in some recent papers by J.Martin and G.Mayor, which 
extend  to  n-dimensional  ordered  lists  of  elements  the  usual  concept  of  distance 
between  a  couple  of  points  in  a  metric  space.  In  particular  Martin  and  Mayor 
investigated three classes of multidistances, that is Fermat, sum-based and OWA- 
based multidistances.In this note we focus our attention on a specific property of 
multidistances,  i.e.  regularity,  and  we  provide  an  alternative  proof  about  the 
regularity of the sum-based multidistances. 
 








In some recent papers (see [1] –[6] ) J.Martin and G.Mayor (M. and M. in the sequel) 
proposed  a  formal  definition  of  a  multi-argument  function  distance.  The  usual 
definition of distance over a space specifies properties that must be obeyed by any 
measure of “how separated” two points in that space are . 
We recall that given a set X , a distance d on  X  is a function that distinguish between 
two different points  x  and  y  of  X   by  assigning to the  ordered  pair  ( ) , x y ,  in a 
symmetric manner, a positive real number in such a way that  ( ) ( ) ( ) , , , d x y d x z d z y £ +  
for any point z  of  X  and we set  ( ) , 0 d x y =  if and only if x y = .   2 
However one often wants to measure “how separated” the members of a collection of 
more than two elements are. The usual way to do this is to combine the pairwise 
distance values for all pair of elements in the collection into an aggregate measure. 
In their papers, the formal definition of a distance function is extended to apply to 
collections of more than two elements. The measure proposed by the authors applies 
to n-dimensional ordered lists of elements. The authors state that the main advantage 
of  their  proposal  allows  the  general  treatment  of  the  problem  of  measuring  the 
distance for more than two points by means of an axiomatic procedure and that this 
new measure also permits in a natural way to measure how separated from each other 
two collections are. 
The authors give the definition of (weak) multidistance and strong multidistance and 
present  significant  examples  of  multidistance  functions:  in  particular  Fermat 
multidistances, sum-based multidistances and OWA-based multidistances. 
Furthermore  they  introduce  and  investigate  several  properties  of  multidistance 
functions. In particular (see [4]) they introduce the class of regular multidistances  
( that can be considered in-between the classes of weak and strong multidistances) 
and prove an interesting result about the regularity of the sum-based multidistances. 
The aim of this paper is to present some basic properties of the multidistances and 
provide an alternative proof of the previous result that characterizes the regularity of 




2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
 
 
Given a set X , let  X
 
 be the collection of all  n-dimensional lists of elements of  X  
with  1,2,... n = . In other words, we call  X
 






= ∪ . 
The definition of multidistance function over the set  X  is the following: 
 
DEFINITION 1  
 
A function  [ ] : 0, D X ® ¥
    
 is a multidistance on a set  X  if the following properties 
hold, for all n and for all  1,..., , : n x x y X Î  
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )




1 ,..., 0 , 1,...,
2 ,..., ,..., 1,...,




m D x x if and onlyif x x forall i j n
m D x x D x x forany permutation on n
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We say that D is a strong multidistance if it fulfils ( ) 1 m , ( ) 2 m , and 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1 1 1 3' ,..., , ... , ,..., , k k k m D x x D x y D x y forall x x y £ + +







 Note that if  D is a multidistance on a set  X , then the restriction of  D to 
2 X  is an 
ordinary distance function on  X . 
 
 
SOME EXAMPLES OF STRONG MULTIDISTANCES 
 
 
In [5] M. and M. propose some simple examples of strong multidistances:  
1) Consider an ordinary distance function  d  on  X  and define a function  M D  in the 
following way:  
 
( ) ( ) { } 1,..., max , ;1 M n i j D x x d x x i j n = £ < £   
 
We can easily verify that  M D  is a strong multidistance on  X  and its restriction on 
2 X  
is  obviously  d .  In  [5  ]  this  multidistance  is  called  the  maximum  multidistance 
generated by d . 
 
 










=  = 
 
 
We can define several multidistances extending the drastic distance. 
For example consider the following functions : 
 
( )










if x x i j
D x x
otherwise







We can easily verify that both of them are strong multidistances. 
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3. FERMAT, SUM-BASED AND OWA-BASED MULTIDISTANCES 
 
 
In [2] M. and M., starting from an ordinary distance function, introduce several kinds 
of multidistance functions. In particular, they consider Fermat, sum-based and OWA-
based multidistances. 
 
1. Fermat multidistance 
 
Consider an ordinary distance function  d  on  X  and define a function  [ ) : 0, F D X ® ¥
 
 
in the following way:  




F n i x X
i





  ∑  
It easy to verify that  F D  is a multidistance on  X . We call it Fermat multidistance. 
 
 
2. Sum-based multidistances 
 
We can define a function  [ ) : 0, D X l ® ¥
 
 as follows: 
 
( )




,..., , 2 n i j
i j
D x






 = ³   ∑
 
In [4] M. and M. proved that Dl  is a multidistance if and only if: 
( ) ( )















In this case we call Dl  a sum-based multidistance. 
 
 
3. OWA-based multidistances 
 
 




















n w w + + = ) are applied to 





 pairwise distances arranged in an increasing order.   5 
We can define a function  [ ) : 0, W D X ® ¥
 
 in the following way: 
 
( )










D x if n







                
 
In [5] M. and M. proved that  W D  is a multidistance if and only if  1 1 3
n foralln w < ³ . 
In this case we call  W D  an OWA-based multidistance. Note that, with the list of 




        
,  we  get  max n W =   and  so  we  obtain  the  maximum 
multidistance  M D  generated by d  (see page 3).  
 
 
4. SOME PROPERTIES OF MULTIDISTANCES 
 
 
In [5] M. and M. introduced some interesting properties for multidistances. 




A multidistance  [ ) : 0, D X ® ¥
 
 is said to be regular if 
( ) ( ) , , D x y D x for all x X y X ³ Î Î
        . 
In other words, the multidistance of a list cannot decrease when a new element is 




A multidistance  [ ) : 0, D X ® ¥
 
 is said to be stable if 
( ) ( ) , i i D x x D x for all x X and anyelement x of thelist x = Î
         . 





A multidistance  [ ) : 0, D X ® ¥
 
 is said to be superadditive if 
( ) ( ) ( ) , , D x y D x D y for all x y X ³ + Î
               
 
   6 
- HOMOGENEITY 
 
A multidistance  [ ) : 0, D X ® ¥
 
 is said to be homogeneous if 
( ) ( ) ,...,
k
D x x k D x forall x X = Î
                    
(Note that stability and homogeneity are incompatible) 
 
 
In [5] M. and M. prove several propositions about the relationships which can be 
established between some pairs of the foregoing properties. For example, they prove 
that any superadditive multidistance is regular (but the converse is not true) and that 
any strong multidistance is regular, stable, superadditive and non-homogeneous.  
In [4] M.and M. investigate the regularity of several classes of multidistances. 
They prove that the Fermat multidistance is regular (but not strong) and they give a 
necessary  (but  not  sufficient)  condition  for  the  regularity  of  the  OWA-based 
multidistances.  And  finally  they  prove  (by  induction)  a  necessary  and  sufficient 
condition for the regularity of the sum- based multidistances. In the next section we 
will provide a different proof of this interesting result that characterizes the regularity 





5. REGULARITY OF THE SUM-BASED MULTIDISTANCES 
 
 
We consider now the multidistances based on the sum of the pairwise distance values 
for all pairs of elements of the list, multiplied by a factor  l  which depends on its 
length. We recall the definition given above (see page 5): 
a sum-based multidistance Dl  is a function  [ ) : 0, D X l ® ¥
 
 such that 
( )




,..., , 2 n i j
i j
D x






 = ³   ∑
 
where 
( ) ( )















It can be shown that within the family of the sum-based multidistances there are no 
stable, homogeneous or strong multidistances. 
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For example, remember that stability means 
( ) ( ) , i i D x x D x for all x X and anyelement x of thelist x = Î
         . 
Now, suppose that  ( ) , 0 d a b > . Then we have  ( ) ( ) ( ) , , , , , , , , D a a b D a a a b D a a b b l l l = = . 
 But  ( ) ( ) ( ) , , , 4 3 , D a a a b d a b l l = × and  ( ) ( ) ( ) , , , 4 4 , D a a b b d a b l l = × . 
This means that  ( ) 4 0 l =  and then Dl  is not a multidistance. 
 




The multidistance Dl  is regular if and only if  
( ) iii   ( ) ( ) ( ) 1 1 2 n n n n forall n l l - £ + ³   
 
Proof of necessity.  
 
We know that Dl  is regular, that is  ( ) ( ) 1 1 1 ,..., ,..., , ,..., , n n n D x x D x x y forall x x y X l l £ Î  
and we have to prove that ( ) ( ) ( ) 1 1 2 n n n n forall n l l - £ + ³ .  
Suppose that this is not true. Then there exists  2 n*³  such that  











 and two different points  , . x y X Î  We have: 




D x x y n n l l
*-  
  = * × *-
 
 
     
,   ( ) ,..., , 1
n
D x x y n n l l
*  
  = *+ × *
 
 
     
 and then  
1
,..., , ,..., ,
n n
D x x y D x x y l l
*- *    
    >
   
   
           
. But this is impossible, because Dl  is regular. ▲ 
 
Proof of sufficiency.  
 
We know that condition ( ) iii  holds and we have to prove that Dl  is regular, that is 
( ) ( ) 1 1 1 ,..., ,..., , ,..., , n n n D x x D x x y forall x x y X l l £ Î  
Condition ( ) iii  can be written as follows: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1 1 1 1 n n n n n l l l - £ - + + +  that is (remember that  ( ) 0 2 n for all n l > ³ ) 











. On the other hand 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1
, , , 1 ,
n
i j i j j
i j i j i
d x x d x y d x y n d x y
< < =
  £ + = -   ∑ ∑ ∑  and then  








d x x d x y
n < =
£
- ∑ ∑    8 
From (1) and (2) we have  ( ) ( )















+ ∑ ∑   
 
 and then  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1
, 1 , ,
n
i j i j i
i j i j i
n d x x n d x x d x y l l
< < =
 
£ + +  
  ∑ ∑ ∑  . 
 
But  this  means  that  ( ) ( ) 1 1 ,..., ,..., , n n D x x D x x y l l £ ,  that  is  the  multidistance  Dl   is 
regular. ▲ 
 
Now, we can prove our main  
 
THEOREM 










Proof. We can easily verify that conditions  















In this paper  we consider several interesting classes  of  multi-argument functions, 
called multidistances, introduced in some recent papers (see [1] –[6] ) by J.Martin 
and G.Mayor, which extend to  n-dimensional ordered lists of elements the usual 
concept of distance between a couple of points in a metric space. They considered 
three  classes  of  multidistances  (i.e.  Fermat,  sum-based  and  OWA-based 
multidistances) and investigated some interesting properties of them. In this note we 
focus our attention on a specific property of multidistance functions, namely their 
regularity, and in particular we provide an alternative proof about the regularity of  
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